OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

PRECAUTIONS:

Joining step 1：
Lift up the actuator.

Warning!!
The whirling angle can't be greater
than 120 degrees.

Joining step 2：
FFC gets along with conductivily facing down.
The parallel one inserts it in the connector.

Warning!!
The strength of exerting pressure
should be average and pushing
actuator at the center.

Joining step 3：
Press the actuator lightly and rotate down
to make a reservation , until FFC is totally
inserted and notmoved.

Joining step 4 :
FPC / FFC removal
1.) Lift up the actuator carefully
2.) withdraw FFC from FPC.
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Warning!!
Lift the area overlayed, should be
average and lifting actuator at the
center.
Warning!!
Operation of the actuator before
mounting on the PCB is not
recommended.

Warning!!
Not insert FFC partially or diagonally
on the wrong way.
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This electronic component has been designed and developed for usage in general electronic equipment only. This product is not authorized for use in equipment where a higher safety standard and reliability standard is especially required or where a failure of the product is reasonably expected to cause severe personal injury or death, unless the parties have executed an agreement specifically governing such use. Moreover Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH
& Co KG products are neither designed nor intended for use in areas such as military, aerospace, aviation, nuclear control, submarine, transportation (automotive control, train control, ship control), transportation signal, disaster prevention, medical, public information network etc.. Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co KG must be informed about the intent of such usage before the design-in stage. In addition, sufficient reliability evaluation checks for safety
must be performed on every electronic component which is used in electrical circuits that require high safety and reliability functions or performance.

